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Christine Spaulding: Ok, so this is Wednesday, March 25th and I am interviewing Pam Taylor. 
I’m Christine Spaulding and we’re going to be talking about Connersville. So, why don’t you go 
ahead and just tell us a little something about you? 

Pam Taylor: Ok, um, I was actually born in New Castle but my parents and family moved here 
when I was one year old, one years old so I’ve been here ever since. All my education, the 
majority of my work has all been here in Connersville and I’ve seen a lot of changes over the 
years. I think I got to see the best of the old and the best of the new and the sadness of some of 
the old disappearing as well. I don’t know what more you want right now, so. 

CS: That’s ok. So, can you describe Connersville for me when you were young, just a little bit? 

PT: Ok, um, of course having lived here my whole life I don’t have a lot of comparisons. I have 
always felt that it was a great place to live, great for families, great for education, great for work. 
We used to have a considerable number of employers around here that could provide a nice 
income for most people. The proximity to the large areas was great because we could be just 
about, well we could have anything we wanted going to Cincinnati, Dayton, Indianapolis within 
about an hours time without having to live there and incur all of the negative things that might be 
associated with that. Um, people know people, people help people. It’s just been a good place to 
raise a family, I mean for me as well as me raising my family here as well, so.  

CS: Do you have an earliest memory of Connersville? 

PT: I have a lot of great memories of Connersville. We, my parents, only lived in two homes 
while we were here, you know, they had their little starter home and then they had their upgraded 
version but we lived down in the older part of town, initially. And it was real friendly community 
and it was close to the school, close to the park, and um I can remember, my youngest memories 
were my mother used to get us cleaned up at the end of the day – my mother never worked, my 
father always provided all the income, which sometimes he had to work up to three jobs, so he 
might come home from one, go out and down another one and then on the weekends he did 
something else – but um my mom always had us cleaned up and waiting on him when he got 
home, so I can remember sitting on the front steps waiting for my dad to get home, which was, 
and you know we’ve got some photos of my brother and I sitting on the front steps, you know, 
waiting for dad cause you had to catch him when he was there. But also for example, ice skating 
out in the street, we, they didn’t clean every street the way they do today, you know, so the snow 
would pile up out there and it’d turn to ice and we always had roller skates and ice skates, you 
know, whenever we out grew a pair, we got a new pair and in the winter time it was nothing to 
go out after school, put the ice skates on, we could skate in the street and also the park, the 
pavilion where they have a lot of the St. Gabriel dinners and things like that, and they don’t do 



this anymore either but they used to sandbag the entrances to that and the fire department would 
go up there and flood that and we skated in there as well. So when we really wanted to be 
special, we would go up to the park and it would stay frozen as long as the weather was cold so 
pretty much it was available to us all winter. I can remember walking to school, which most kids 
don’t do that nowadays, and girls wore dresses everyday and girls weren’t allowed, it was just 
improper for a girl to wear pants or jeans or anything, it just wasn’t done, so even in the winter, 
um, we always wore, you probably never heard of this, but coats had leggings to them so when 
you bought children’s clothing or coats, they came with a pair of wool leggings. So you had a 
coat and then you had the wool leggings that went underneath it so and then when you got to 
school you took those leggings off and there you were in your dress again. I can remember 
walking to school in the freezing cold but not really feeling like it was bad thing and I compare 
today, where they close school it seems like at the drop of a hat and we never closed school, 
never for snow. The only time we closed school, which was a little different, was if it got below 
zero. Schools had boilers and they couldn’t heat the school so it was just kind of a standing rule 
that if it was below zero, that was the only time school got cancelled and if the buses for some 
reason couldn’t get in, those kids got the day off but the rest of us went. So differences in now 
and then. Another childhood, I think difference in today, is we would come home from school, 
probably do our homework, have dinner, but then we couldn’t wait to get outside! And we met 
all of the other neighborhood kids, we would all congregate in someone’s backyard and we 
played games until it got dark or until our parents were hollering for us to come home, but we 
played kick the can, red rover, freeze tag, those were the ones that we really liked. We rode our 
bikes constantly, you know, just around the neighborhood, not going anywhere, just riding 
around, so I think those were the good old days. 

CS: Shift more to high school, since that’s kind of my focus, what are some of your memories of 
the old high school versus the new one? Since you were at the old high school for three years… 

PT: Yes, I was. Yeah I had already told you that really that occurred to me more than once 
because I went to the old Maplewood School as well and then my sixth grade year they built a 
new school, so I got to the new one and the old one was torn down and turned into the hospital 
parking lot. Fayette Memorial’s hospital parking lot, the one that’s across the street. And the 
junior high, which is now kind of their supply center, a part of it, but in front of it was the old 
junior high, which was actually the original high school but I never knew it as that, so I got to go 
to the old junior high and portions of it got condemned and it was ultimately shut down and 
ultimately burned. So they did manage to save an addition that was on the backside of it and they 
still use it for storage and stuff right now. But then to your point about the high school, yeah, I 
did attend the old high school and we loved it. It’s currently the junior high and the main 
difference was we were all in one building and people could congregate around their lockers. It 
seemed like we had a little more time between classes and people visited during that time, you 
saw all your friends and “meet you in the next class” or whatever. Whereas they built the new 
high school, it opened in 1970 and we were the first graduating class from the new high school, 
which I can see looking straight out my window! There were multiple buildings and the concept 
was they wanted it to be more like a college campus, you know going back and forth between 
buildings, but as a result it cut down on the time we had available and people’s lockers were 
stationed in different buildings rather than all in the same building. We never saw anyone and it 
was disheartening, although we loved the new school and the facilities and everything, it was so 
socially different than what we were accustomed to, it was – we didn’t love it as well, you know. 



It was less social, you know. On top of being cold in between classes because you know we 
weren’t accustomed to carrying our coats everywhere and most people didn’t, you just went back 
and forth between the buildings without a jacket or whatever. Yeah, but it’s a good school. It’s 
hard to believe it’s been there 45 years now, what was considered new then is now old. 

CS: Do you remember anything about the classes you took in high school? 

PT: Yes, I was on a general business track.  I had kind of decided early on that I didn’t think I’d 
be going to college, which was a poor decision on my part probably, but I, here again, this was 
partly based on the fact that there was so much employment here in Connersville and my father 
had worked in an office. He worked here at Ford and when we were younger, we actually got to 
visit occasionally and I knew some of the people he worked with and saw some of the goings-on 
and I always wanted to work in an office. I really did. So I thought I wanted to do secretarial, so 
part of the structure of the new high school was to have a vocational school. They kind of 
screened us early on what your path was and if you didn’t think you were going to college, you 
had the opportunity to participate in vocational school and one of the class they had, or courses 
they had was secretarial training. They had just a clerical training and they had secretarial 
training and I had thought I wanted to be a full-fledged secretary. It was really a two year 
program but they had arranged it somehow that our business classes – I had taken typing, and 
general business, and some of those things – my junior year so those credits were allowed to 
count that I actually received a diploma for a two year program from the vocational school for 
secretarial training, which secretary is a word that’s not even used today. But it was a great 
experience. They set up mock offices. We all had our desks to decorate it with a little pot of 
flowers or whatever; they wanted it to look realistic and were given dictation, shorthand 
dictation, and letters to type and scenarios and there were competitions for interviewing and 
things like that. It was a good experience and the vocational school was great. And later on, I 
went on after I had gotten my job and kind of demonstrated that I was successful, I had acquired 
a job in the field that I had studied in and ended up being on the Vocational School Advisory 
Board. So that was kind of nice, they liked having a student come back who had been through 
the program who was now in the workforce, who could go back to the school and kind of take 
both of their experiences and see that well we didn’t get this kind of education which we found 
we needed, you might consider adding that so to say. So that was kind of a nice experience, 
being able to go back and give some suggestions too. Vocational school was good for me. I 
enjoyed it. Served me well. I was able to progress through several jobs and work my way up 
until, like I said, time catches up to you after a while where some employers or companies sold 
and just an associates degree is kind of the minimum. Bachelor’s is preferred and the best of all 
worlds is if you’ve got a Masters. So that’s what ultimately led I believe to the downsizing that 
eliminated my job. 

CS: You talked about some of the secretarial training courses, but did you also take classes at the 
high school as well as vocational school? 

PT: Oh yes, I took the main core class, we spent a half a day, I should’ve said that, we would 
spend either the morning or the afternoon because they had it split so that the kids could 
participate and they could serve more children that way. But yeah we would spend a half a day in 
the vocational school and the other half a day in the regular high school taking our regular 
courses. I mean I still took all the biology and the math courses and English classes and 



composition. It probably wasn’t all of the core classes needed for college admission, but yes we 
got to do both so if I’ve changed my mind or I wanted to go to college later, I probably could 
have done so maybe without even taking any additional classes, I’m not sure what the 
requirements were but yeah, I think they made sure that we got the core things that we needed. 

CS: Is there an experience or moment that sticks out in your mind from high school? 

PT: Education wise, I had my homeroom teacher, his name was Walter Grunning (sp?), they 
assigned you a homeroom teacher and you had them all four years so they knew you from the 
start to the beginning. He taught Biology and I didn’t like biology and I will never forget, I 
thought he went above and beyond for me. I, to this day, can’t stand to kill a bug, step on a bug, 
capture a bug, whatever and a bug collection was required in biology class and I just said I can’t 
do it, I’m not gonna do it, I can’t do it. I will do anything else that you will ask of me if there’s 
some way that I don’t have to do that, so I think he thought about it, I don’t think he gave me an 
immediate answer, but he came back and he allowed me to draw the bugs and write reports 
instead. To the best of my knowledge, I ended up with an honors diploma, I had pretty much all 
As and Bs, I either got an A or B in biology but I was willing to fail it if I would’ve had to have 
done that assignment and he came up with a way and we remained friends – he just recently 
passed away but he never ever forgot me and here I’ve been out of school 45 years, 45 years and 
he would still call me by name if I saw him on the street, ask how I’m doing and whatever. He 
was just a very special teacher to me. And Ralph Burtchet (sp?), the vocational school teacher 
that I had, was also a very special teacher for me. He took a lot of pride in that vocational class 
and trying to make sure that he was preparing people for the real world because he knew these 
people weren’t going to go to college that they needed the skills to get a job and progress with 
what they had and he had the great personality and kept it fun and so he was also very special. I 
also had some great grade school teachers as well, but in high school those would have to be the 
two that stood out for me. 

CS: You said those were your educational moments that stood out in your mind, what were the 
non-educational moments? 

PT: Well the non-educational moments were of course winning the state basketball 
championship – I was there! That was one of my high school years and also at that time, I 
participated on the dance team – the Spartanettes. I had always taken dance lessons, my parents 
had enrolled me with the Dixon Dance Studio, which is pretty known around these areas, he had 
a dance studio in every city and I actually took instruction from Bev Dixon later on there was no 
Dixon’s in the instructions but you know Bev and Gloria both of them taught when I was there 
and I started when I was like 6 or 7 years old and I took up until junior high. I took tap and jazz 
and that prepared me, so when the dance team at the high school, when I first became aware of it, 
that was something that I absolutely wanted to do. We were part of the band so we got to travel 
with the band, you got to be in parades, you got to go to state competition up at the state fair, 
football games, basketball games on the floor, it was just, it was super fun I loved it. So that was 
something I really enjoyed. And I did work, we’re going back and forth between grades and 
social, but I really did work to try to keep my grades because I wanted to get an honors diploma. 
So between Spartanettes and band practice and um dance lessons when I was still in dance 
lessons, they also had a majorette team here in Connersville at one time, and I kind of liken it to 
the Music Man if you ever saw that musical, where the game came to town and he decides he’s 



going to have a band for the city, a gentleman outside of town came here and recognized that we 
didn’t have anything special for girls and this was kind of, this encompassed grade school 
children all the way up through high school so you had this wide range of kids and he started a 
majorette group – we’re talking batons you know – and we did parades and things too and little 
shows and stuff. That was another little experience. It kind of came and went you know, he came 
and took advantage of the participation while he had the supporters and when it died down, he 
left. So, I mean it was just like the Music Man, somebody came to town, started up a little group, 
but it was kind of cute because when we would march I mean there was these little kids in the 
front and worked up to these bigger kids in the back so it was all age groups. Things are 
different. 

CS: You mentioned a little bit earlier your courses at the technical school, were they just for girls 
or were boys involved? Were you separate? 

PT: At the technical school? Um, I don’t know what would have happened if a boy would have 
wanted to enroll in secretarial training. I’m sure whatever kind of information management 
classes they have today, I’m sure is mixed, but being labeled “secretarial training” there were no 
males in our classes and I don’t believe there were any males in the clerical class that they had, 
but they did have machine shop, you know like that, which was primarily for the boys and that 
was kind of the focus for the guys. And I can’t say that I knew everything that they had available 
to them but they might have had some machinery repair or something like that. They also had the 
beauty school for girls, primarily, so a lot of girls that were going to be hair saloonists, whatever, 
and that was a very popular program I mean because a lot of girls took a lot of interest in that and 
I’m sure its expanded so much to this day, but those are the ones I recall, there was secretarial, 
clerical, machine shop, and the beauticians and they may have had some sort of repair – I don’t 
know if it was auto repair or something else for the guys as well. But pretty segregated, you 
know, didn’t see a lot of crossing over back then. Good question though! 

CS: You mentioned that your dad worked in an office and that made you think that you wanted 
to be a secretary, do you think there was anything else that contributed to you wanting to make 
this choice to go to the vocational program? 

PT: I think it was two-fold. It was appealing to me because I had met the secretaries at my 
father’s office and they would always show you around and “this is what I do” and kind of 
explain things a little bit. And I don’t know why, it did appeal to me but also and this is not a 
good excuse, but the concern of going to college and the expense. I had a brother and I just 
absolutely couldn’t stand the thought of putting my family in so much stress financially and I 
wanted my brother to go to school. I thought he was going to be the “dad” (finger quotations) 
and I would be the mom, he would need it more than I did. If I had gone to college, I would have 
been a teacher because I had actually thought about that, I thought that would also be something 
that I was interested in but I really did like the office and then when I kind of put the two 
together, I thought I can solve one problem by choosing the other. And I cannot say I regret it to 
this day. I was happy with the jobs I did and the career path I chose, it’s just it’s not enough for 
today’s workforce, I mean you need more and I know that and I recognize that. And I could have 
gone to school while I was working, I suppose, but I was enjoying raising a family and taking 
vacations and at that point, didn’t envision myself actually changing occupations. Dropping 
office work and going into say teaching or whatever, so I just kind of held to the course.  



CS: What did your brother end up going to college for? 

PT: Well, he did go for a year, and he didn’t like it at all. Not that he was a homebody or 
anything, he just didn’t like it. And fortunately enough for him, he had a real knack for 
electronics and he managed to get on at an electronic company here in town and he was just so 
good with it and he’s still so good with it, anything I need in this house, wiring, electric wise, he 
can take care of it. And he managed to work himself up, same as I did, without that education. 
Although, even that one year did help him some where he’s actually kind of the manager of that 
facility today so he’s doing well too through experience and his natural skills of electronics. 

CS: Did the vocational school help you at all when you got your first job? 

PT: Oh, absolutely. 

CS: Did they provide internships or anything like that? 

PT: Didn’t have internships but putting it on my application, it was kind of new to the businesses 
around here and they thought ‘Wow this is great. These are people that had some almost on the 
job training, so to say.’ So yeah, it was highly respected and considered when they were 
choosing candidates. It only took me, I will say, as soon as I graduated I worked at a little 
company called Three D, it’s kind of like a Walmart today, it was brand new. It was where the 
K-Mart is today but only did that temporarily just to earn some money while I was searching for 
the job that I wanted and by September. So I graduated in the end of May and by September I 
was working in an office. And that was H.H. Robertson here in town and I worked in the Human 
Resources Department and also in Time-Keeping, which I was pretty good with figures as well 
so it kinda served me well until I was finally taken out of the split job and moved directly into 
Human Resources. I didn’t realize then that it was sending me on a path to be “in” Human 
Resources, you know, and that can happen. You’ve got kids coming out of school and you’ve got 
this general skill but where this first job leads you kinda fine-tunes it a little bit that may be your 
guide for the rest of your career. And it did for me so I worked in Human Resources there for 
five years and unfortunately H.H. Robertson, this is where I was saying I got to see the best of 
the old and some of those things phasing out, that was one of the first companies in town to close 
their doors. I was laid off and within about a year they were closed and I found a job in about, 
that one took a little longer, 6 months or so, and I worked for the first time out of town, I worked 
in Knightstown for a company called American Communications Network. He promoted the free 
enterprise system and that was his business. He would go around to schools and promote the free 
enterprise system and he had a newsletter, which we helped prepare and a lot of correspondence 
and documents and clients to keep up with, but here’s another thing I probably should have 
talked about earlier – and your right things just keep popping up! – when I worked at H.H. 
Robertson, I got involved with Junior Achievement. 

CS: What’s Junior Achievement? Cause I don’t know what that is. 

PT: Ok, well I’m glad to tell you! Junior Achievement was an organization to train, and this also 
was about the free enterprise system and business to train students on business, and it was a high 
school program and typically teachers had to recommend their students to be in this class, it 
wasn’t just open for any applicants. But the local businesses sponsored it, so they would go to 



Ford and say would you sponsor a Junior Achievement team or group, whichever you call it, and 
H.H. Robertson sponsored one and Stants, all the local businesses sponsored it, and they would 
recruit employees from their firm, usually by volunteer “would be interested in working with 
high school kids?” regarding Junior Achievement and we would get some training on what we 
were to do but basically we would meet with these high school students that were preselected for 
this business program and we operated mini companies. We actually, the first things we would 
do, we would elect officers, we would have a president and a secretary and a vice president, 
treasurer, and a manufacturing lead and then we would decide what we were going to make. I 
mean, I did it for 10 years so we made a lot of different products but one of the ones that was the 
most successful was, we decided we were going to make these memo boards and we just took, 
we came up with – this was up to the kids to decide, they were actually making these decisions 
and they were voting on it and you really kind of guided them into leading this company, 
actually we were all learning at the same time – but so we decided that maybe these memo 
boards that we could sell to families, primarily women, something that they could hang in their 
kitchen that would contain a calendar, and some hooks for keys, and a little memo tablet, and 
like a grocery reminder list. So it wasn’t very big, a little bit longer than this (piece of paper) and 
we bought the paper and we padded our own tablets and we printed the groceries lists, and this is 
where the companies came in, they were the sponsors, so they provided the leadership and they 
also provided the start up funds, you know, that were required and some of the materials. And 
they could come over the workplace and use the copy machines, and things like that, but most of 
the time, we worked at the armory, and it was set up in stalls so all these clubs were working in 
there kind of across from each other making different products, competing in their own little 
worlds. So the first thing, we gathered the materials, we made the products, and then everyone 
was a salesman, they had to go out and sell their products and we took orders because we didn’t 
make up a lot in advance, ours were custom – you could order blue, green, red, yellow, you 
know whatever you wanted – and part of the team set the pricing for the product and it had to be 
a price because we had to pay a wage to everybody that worked. The president got a little bit 
more than the vice president and the vice president got more than say the treasurer and secretary, 
so you had to come up with a business plan so that they could try to raise enough money to pay 
for the product and for the wages and hopefully have some profit left over at the end. They found 
very quickly that making a product was much harder than they ever anticipated, everything 
would go wrong that could, but when they got it right they took a great deal of pride in it and 
delivering those products and I want to say I can’t recall but I want to say we sold about 2,000 of 
those and I think we sold them for $5, $4 or something like that. So we were very successful and 
when I talk about wages, we paid not a normal wage by any means, we would pay like $.50 a 
week to the president, $.35 a week to the other officers and the laborers might get a $.25 an hour 
and we met 2 hours once a week, and it went to whole school year. At the end of the year, there 
was kind of a display, I don’t know what to call it, but it was in Richmond where all the teams if 
you wanted to, you could participate, and they would set up booths in the mall so you could 
decorate your booth, you could sell your product, kind of promote yourself and raise a little bit of 
extra money and at the end there were a lot of reports to do where you registered if you made a 
profit or not and they charged us a profit tax, but whatever we had left, we could vote to do with 
what we wanted. Sometimes it was just a pizza party if the profits were that slim, but actually a 
couple years we made enough money that we could do Kings Island trips where we chartered a 
bus, paid for the tickets, and I think a couple of times we even gave them like $5 or $10 in 
spending money for food or whatever. That all started with H.H. Robertson. When I went, when 



H.H. Robertson closed, Roots was having a hard time finding Junior Achievement advisors and 
now I didn’t have a company to work with so they asked me if I would work with them and I 
actually volunteered to kind of flip over and do the same thing for Roots, which I actually 
believe helped me secure my job because while I was working out of town, I was making friends 
and acquaintances at Roots and they got to see how I worked with everyone and when a job 
came open, they called me. So I think it served me well and I did that for 10 years, that Junior 
Achievement. Junior Achievement is still in existence but it has changed drastically and they 
don’t make products like they used to and spend that much time, they actually focus more on the 
grade school level and it’s more of an educational module. They still instruct on business and 
how they function and operate but the hands on experience of really trying to do it yourself I 
believe that component is gone, but just a high note on that – you competed with regions and 
then you also competed at state level on how well you did and at Roots, one year, we came in 2nd 
in the state and we were determined the next year we were gonna do it and we did. The next year 
we actually got the state company of the year, which was a real honor, you know, a real honor 
for us anyway. So, and I kind of hated to see that program change so drastically, although 
everything changes, because those students, they would come back and comment years later 
about how much that meant to them and, especially those that accepted the leadership roles, how 
they really, it gave them a chance to put that into play and carry it a little bit further you know. 
They were leaders of other clubs and organizations down the road. So but that hands on 
experience it was just priceless, they just had no idea things were so difficult and they wrote their 
own checks, you know the treasurer did the payroll and some of them never had checking 
accounts before, didn’t know how they worked, and when we went to the job fairs or the fair in 
Richmond, some of them had never been out of Connersville before so it was a new experience 
just to get out of the city. So it was a great experience and I really enjoyed it.  

CS: Talk a little bit about, if you can, your time at Roots. You mentioned you got hired there 
after you’d been in Knightstown. 

PT: I did. My job at Roots, like I said I really do believe that Junior Achievement opened the 
door for me because I was already doing that with that company but an HR job became open and 
they knew that that was some of my experience so I got to, here again said that HR thing just 
kind of carried on, I had the experience and it kind of opened another door for me. I liked it, I did 
like working with Human Resources and helping people. I started out in a simple clerical type 
job and got promoted into benefits administration and salary administration and I mean my final 
job was an HR transaction specialists because by that time we were winding down, that 
department was like 9 people large at one time and everyone was very specialized, you did pretty 
much the same thing for the entire group, but downsizing was hitting and people were leaving 
and they weren’t being replaced so you became more of an all around person and that was good 
though because I had started out in the benefits area and went into the salary area and in the end I 
was doing the salary area, the benefits area, the FMLA things and receptionist and just a little of 
everything so um and the workforce was getting smaller, so it was manageable and tools were 
getting better so you were tracking things on the computer instead of doing it all by hand. I mean 
I have to say, here again seeing old and new, I learned on typewriters, you know manual 
typewriters, we didn’t have Xerox machines, we used ditto?. Even in the workforce when we 
first started, we didn’t have copy machines, we used ditto. Do you even know what ditto is? 

CS: I actually do because Academic Personnel. 



PS: Ok, well we used ditto for everything, all the copying and things. So the tools got better and 
the jobs became easier so you could take on more work, different types of work. I mean I can 
remember when we got our first word processor, which was huge. It was huge. And the copy 
machines and everything. It changed drastically. 

CS: Did you see the vocational school influencing how people hired anyone at Roots? Like, did 
you see other vocational graduates coming through? 

PT: Oh yeah, absolutely. I mean they had a lot of clerical people, they have far fewer of those 
today but each department would have their own clerical person or secretary if you want to call 
them that and it was highly desired, in fact being in the Human Resources department as I was, I 
knew that they would actually contact the vocational school and ask for recommendations so 
often times the teacher out there would say “yeah I’ve got a great candidate, she was number one 
in my class and she’s not going to college and she really needs to get a job” and we’d interview 
them just about the time they graduated and bring them right in. And if he had two and we had 
two job openings, sure they got kind of preferential treatment because it was proven, not that 
there weren’t a lot of skilled experienced people out there because you know that was also 
another tool that we could do, but it was great to get someone fresh and with the newest skills 
that was coming out of school and train them rather than re-train them from someone that had 
learned in a different environment, so to say, and had their own processes kind of set in stone 
you know the way they did things. You know, absolutely, it was a real plus and there were 
several there that went through the vocational school and not just for the secretarial training 
either as that machine evolved out there, same thing. And the welding, they had welding later on, 
we would see students out of those programs as well. 

CS: Where else have you worked in Connersville besides H.H. Robertson and Roots? 

PT: Well, actually my term at Roots was so long, I haven’t really had that many employers. I can 
say that I did that little teeny stint in the department store, which was just a few months until I 
secured my first office job, and when that facility closed, I worked at American Communications 
Network in Knightstown and then I came back to Connersville and worked for Roots for 37 
years. 37 years, you can attest to that, your father has been there a very long time too. So and 
when I left there, that was a huge awakening for me because the interviewing and job-hunting 
method had changed. It was all internet based and when I looked for all my other jobs, I would 
visit the facilities, you know “here’s my resume if you’re interested please give me a call.” Well 
that’s not done so commonly anymore, so I had to learn the whole skill of how to search for a job 
and the first job I found, I think it was, see I started in October, my job ended in March so in 
October, I started over at Miami, but quite frankly we were a world apart. All of my experience 
and training had been in manufacturing and industrial general office-ing and the academic world 
was so different to me. So as you already know, I was only there 6 months and then started 
looking again. Found a temporary job with H & R Block just as a receptionist, here’s where my 
skills because my skills only carried me so far and education was a negative for me, and I was 
prepared for that I knew that would happen, and worked there until this job at WorkOne that I 
just started last week came about. So it’s still different, it’s not the academic world that I was 
trying to work in, it’s general office skills primarily but very fast-paced and a lot of different 
things going on at the same time and I found that to be true in all the jobs though, everybody is 
going double-speed today in their jobs. But no that’s it, that’s all I’ve ever done. 37 years though 



that took up the biggest part of my career. I had hoped to retire there, just wasn’t in the cards but 
it was a possibility for years. That’s what people, you talk about Connersville and some of the 
good things, people could get a job here and stay there and work their whole career there, not 
saying that they couldn’t advance within that but they could plan on hiring on to one place and 
staying there for their whole career, which is almost an unheard of thing today if someone stays 
at a job 5 years, that’s a long time. 

CS: Let’s see. How have you been involved in Connersville’s community? You talked about 
Junior Achievement but how else have you gotten involved since you’ve been here your whole 
life? 

PT: I have gotten involved in the community, some of it initiated through work – like the Junior 
Achievement – I also served on the United Way board for a couple of years and as I said the 
Vocational School Advisory Board. And as I had my family, and my daughter, I became more 
involved in her school activities so during that period I was involved, you know she was a 
Spartanette and she was on the Student Council, she played soccer, you know she just did a lot of 
things and whenever they needed volunteers for chaperones or trips or whatever I tried to do 
those things. But now that she’s gone, I’ve gotten involved in Historic Connersville, which you 
know. I love that and I think part of it is because I’ve seen the old and I’m watching the new 
coming in and I, both are great, but I had seeing the old disappear and seeing things torn down 
and not preserving some of the old things for the younger people to enjoy so that’s a great 
organization and they need a lot more volunteers, they need somehow to find a way to involve 
younger people because that organization seems to be everyone my age or older and they’re 
struggling to keep the membership up, to keep all the activities running. I mean they run 
museum, that’s open, they do books and pamphlets and brochures, and the Canal House tours 
and the Newkirk House now they’re trying to have markets there where local craftspeople can 
show their wears and get people involved in it. It takes a lot of volunteer time and everyone is 
stretched very thin, but they all do it willingly and put their most into it and do a great job at it. 
And I also enjoy the Whitewater Valley Railroad. Another great organization and again the 
railroad disappearing, I never thought I would become interested in the railroad the way that I 
have but they actually function, you know they run a train, they run multiple trains and just lots 
and lots of services for the community and it’s a very, it’s an attraction for Connersville. They 
have dreams of a railroad museum and improving the trains to a higher quality level, they had a 
steam engine at one time, which it blew up, and they’re looking at around a million dollars just to 
restore that steam engine to running. I mean people don’t understand, I watched this show 
recently about a restoration like that, I couldn’t imagine that it would cost that much, but the 
skills to do that kind of work is all custom so you have to take it to these very specialized people 
that can craft many of these parts by hand and it all has to meet today’s safety standards and 
everything so. But if we could get that accomplished, people come here from quite far away 
already to ride that train because they have acquired quite a length of public track so to say - I 
don’t understand all of this we’d have to bring in a railroad person – but most of the track is 
railroads that have the licenses to run on those tracks but occasionally some of them are 
abandoned and if someone wants them they can take ownership of them and do what they want 
and that’s exactly how Whitewater Valley Railroad got this section of track that runs down to 
Metamora. It also went to Brookville but, where they could have a station in Brookville and 
serve Brookville people and bring them to Connersville and bring Connersville people to 
Brookville, but there was a bridge in between that got washed out and again the expense to 



rebuild this railroad bridge has been prohibitive. I would love to see that extended again as well 
but there’s so many things that they could do if they did that museum and still ran the train to the 
various spots, it could draw even more. And Connersville already promotes it as a “come visit 
Connersville, ride the historic train.” Have you ever ridden the train? 

CS: I actually rode the train in third grade from Connersville to Metamora. 

PS: Did you? Ok, was it one of the themed trains or anything? 

CS: I think it was just one of the restored trains. It had seats that could flip back and forth so you 
could be facing each other or not. 

PS: Yeah and they haven’t changed, believe me they’re still the same ones. But they do a lot of 
themed trains, I mean they do the Thomas the Tank which they had to be kind of franchised in to 
do that and when they do those, there are characters, there are people that have to play roles. 
They’re signing up Santas and chefs and conductors and elves, all these roles that have to be 
played and I experienced that. I had volunteered in the gift shop many times but I had never 
actually been a participant or a volunteer on one of the themed trains and I did the Polar Express. 
I was amazed. The participation from the families and the children, how much they enjoy it, the 
enthusiasm that the volunteer workers put in, they just get into it so heart and soul, and it’s all 
unpaid, all volunteer. Some of these volunteers come from quite far away you know just because 
they’re railroad buffs and they want to be able to participant on a real train, on an operating train. 
When it gets to the real mechanics, the engineers, the conductors, some of the other roles I can’t 
remember the names, but they have to go through classes and be trained and those people come 
from even further – we’re talking states away – just to be able to volunteer and they stay all night 
in almost a bunkhouse at the Whitewater Valley and they fix meals in there on hot plates. It’s not 
comfortable by any means but they thoroughly enjoy it. Great group of people that really have 
something in common that they work towards, it is a good draw for Fayette County and if they, 
in time, can ever get the funds to do some of the things that they’d like to do, it would be 
fantastic even for the state to be able to promote that. Those are my two babies right now and 
they take up most of my free time, you know. I’m treasurer for Historic Connersville too so I do 
the books and stuff like that and keep the finances and stuff. Between going to the meetings and 
doing all of the functions and the books on the side, working with the railroad, keeps me busy. 

CS: I only have one or two more final questions but I see you brought a lot of stuff out. Do you 
want to talk about any of it? 

PT: I just got some things would I wasn’t sure where we were going to go. Um, this was my 
father’s appreciation certificate from Ford and I was just going to comment that he saw a lot of 
changes in his company while he was there because when he started there was actually still Rex, 
which I don’t know even know if you’ve heard of Rex –  

CS: Yes, I have heard of Rex. 

PT: It was the Rex Company, which originally started making buggies and cars and things like 
that, but when he started there it was still called Rex but they were in refrigeration products, they 
were making refrigerators and that transitioned to Philco, which Philco was a pretty nationally 
known company. They made of course the refrigerators but they also had radios and tvs, they 



weren’t made here in Connersville, but. And then from Philco it got into the Ford aspect of it and 
it wasn’t a Ford division initially, it kind of worked its way into that, became Ford Electronics & 
Refrigeration Products, I think. Company. That’s what the FERCo stood for. Then it finally went 
into the Ford Aerospace, but I was just going to comment that he incurred that through his 
lifetime and his career there. 

CS: So he was with the same company the entire time? 

PT: He was with the same company the entire time. He started there when he was 21 years old 
and got hired on and then went into the service. Then when he got back from the service, his job 
was waiting on him and he worked his entire life there and retired at age 65. So I was just going 
to comment on that. And I actually had, I found – there’s very few pictures of the old school that 
I attended – but I did find, I went through an old box of pictures I didn’t find a lot of things but I 
did find this was addressed to my mother, I had never seen this, it was in her things because I 
acquired all of her things when she passed away but this was a little invitation, this was the little 
Maplewood school that I attended. And you can see they were having a tea and they were 
inviting the mothers to a tea at the school. I actually got it out for the picture more because this is 
the school that I attended and that was torn down. I don’t know if I can, see there was a rail 
around this parking lot, this area, it was just a rail around the lot there and the playground 
equipment that goes around the school  - the photo in my memory that I can think of the kids 
would arrive at school and there were two bells. You couldn’t go in until the first bell; second 
bell was your tardy bell. All the kids would sit on this rail all around school, we would all sit on 
this rail waiting for first bell so we could go in. It’s just a sight, you know, I can recall all of us 
just sitting out there and it got very cold in the winter by the way. Good thing we had those 
leggings on. But I found that old picture of the school and, by the way, there were more schools 
like this which I saw torn down. They were always these big block, brick, multi-story buildings 
and there was one down on 5th Street where the Wendy’s is today, one on 8th Street and there was 
one on 30th Street. Those were the four main elementary schools in Connersville when I was in 
grade school and the Maplewood School. And they all disappeared around the same time, you 
know like I said they had boilers in them and at that time schools were overcrowded, I mean we 
needed bigger schools and they were building more schools so just a little side note there. I also 
found this, through the Philco era, my dad was super super proud of this. Philco was one of the 
sponsors of the Miss America pageant and I can remember at the pageant watching it on tv and 
they’d say one of our sponsors is Philco and you know how they have trade shows where 
companies go to a big city like Chicago and they have a trade show? They did that then and this 
was the Chicago trade fair, trade show, and my father went. He was one of the people that kind 
of manned the booth and Miss America was there. He got his photo taken with Miss America! 
Mary Ann Mobley I don’t know if you know that name, some of your older people would 
definitely know that name but you know he was super proud that he’d gotten this photo taken 
with Miss America. That was just a little something. I had my yearbook out because you 
suggested it but we really talked about it. I was also in the Future Business Leaders Club, you 
know, so I really did follow the business path in high school. I found a pictorial history book of 
the Ford Company. They put this out after they’d been in business for 91 years and this was a 
great little book too because it talked about the Rex Buggies and it kind of walks you through 
this but it only took it so far, it went much further than this but that was a good history resource 
for that. And uh, we didn’t talk about churches or anything but that was another first. We belong 
to a Lutheran church, St. Paul’s Lutheran Church, which was way out in the country, way out in 



the country near Brownsville and people always talked about it was hard to get to in the winter. 
They wanted to bring the church in to town, so one time when I was a child, they took a vote and 
the church split. It was just like a tie. Actually my mother cast the tie vote and they didn’t have to 
ask her twice, she wanted it to come to town so. But they decided rather than everyone would go, 
the other church decided they wanted to stay there – we’re just going to split. So we came to 
town and started a brand new Lutheran church and we met in Dixon Dance Studio for a while so 
they called us the “dancing Lutherans” and we moved from Dixon’s Dance Studio, we bought 
the land right over here on 44 where Peace Lutheran Church is now and they wanted to be closer 
to that ground so we moved the temporary congregation to Frazee School and raised money and 
raised money and raised money until we were able to build that new church and since then it has 
been expanded upon too. But that was another first here in town that I participated in: the old 
church and moving it to town and starting from scratch where we had no building, bringing it up. 
So this was an old photo and this was when I was at H.H. Robertson, and I didn’t mention this, 
but I had pretty much always worked for United Fund too, so this was talking about our goals for 
United Fund and stuff so uh I always did that as well. You can see I had super long hair then. 
And that’s pretty much, these are some of the things from Historic Connersville, which pretty 
much you’re already familiar with but some of the things that attracted my attention. This was a 
great little book that was put out in 1973 by the Conner Junior Historical Society so at one time 
they had a group that was just junior, but you know it really highlights a lot of the old 
architecture in town and I like to use this and go around and find some of these and some of them 
look very similar and some of them have been modified and of course some of them are no 
longer here but I had this book before I was involved with Historic Connersville and it really got 
me started and so it kind of sparked that interest for me. That’s really all I have. I mean, these 
were just some little family things and the only reason I pulled them was because most of them 
were about us going on vacations and I was just going to show that the great industry that we had 
here provided such nice income for families, you know whether you were in the shop or in the 
office, that you were able to live a really comfortable, nice lifestyle. I mean we took a vacation 
every year and went somewhere, you know, we got to see a lot. We didn’t, I haven’t seen the 
whole United States by any means, most of my travel was towards the East Coast, my mother 
was from Baltimore, my father met her during his military years and brought her back here to 
Connersville. I will say the people on the East Coast really didn’t know what to expect in the 
Midwest they really didn’t know how rugged it was you know and it would surprise me 
sometimes that they would visit and found that it was basically the same, I mean it’d become, 
you know, you had all the same features but they half expected no running water or outhouses or 
something, I mean really I did experience this. Some of my relatives that visited from the East 
Coast just didn’t know how rustic it might be here. So, but no I just wanted to demonstrate that 
the incomes and the lifestyle around here were very good and people got to enjoy a lot of nice 
things. I did want to comment on the downtown area too. The downtown area, of course, almost 
all downtown areas are suffering terribly but all of the storefronts were full, there was a 
storefront in everything and people would go downtown. Stores didn’t close right at 5 o’clock, 
you know, there were nights they were open, especially Friday nights seems like the stores 
would open and we could go downtown, we could walk around and we could shop and we could 
buy clothing, we could buy shoes. There were drugstores with soda shops and hardware stores 
and millinery. There was a hat shop downtown when I was younger. There was just a variety, we 
didn’t need to shop out of town when I was young. All of those things were available to us here. 
So you know that was a huge change. Shopping centers, I do remember the first shopping centers 



that came into play and I believe that was the demise of downtown shopping areas was the 
shopping centers. Of course now shopping centers are starting to struggle because of all the 
online shopping. So, but that was a lifestyle change too, the downtown areas and what was 
available and you know there were restaurants and donut shops and just all kinds of great things 
downtown. Ice cream, so, yeah. It all changed. So that’s really everything I gathered so I didn’t 
know if you, if I missed anything. 

CS: No, didn’t need to hit anything in particular. Just final thoughts, maybe, how have you seen 
Connersville change over time? 

PT: Well I’ve seen it change over time drastically, more so in the last probably 10 years and it is 
a little sad and depressing right now because some of the earlier changes were good and growing 
and improvements in technology, you know. But in the last say 10 years or so, and I’m sure it’s 
been going on longer than that, the impact has really been felt more so in the last 10 or 15 years, 
it’s sad and I don’t know what communities can do to reverse it or to make it better. I won’t say 
they’re not trying because with the economic development groups that every city has nowadays 
and just like my new job, WorkOne, trying to retrain people and try to get them in the areas 
where jobs are available because the basic manufacturing jobs, the very simple ones, are the ones 
that have gone away, many of those are overseas – I hate to say that too. I think jobs are critical 
to the city, state, nation. I think it’s one thing that is hurting all those people who need to work 
and need to have the means to make a living. They just need to better prepare themselves and I 
think we’re getting there, we are getting there its just going to take some time. Hopefully more 
jobs will come back too. I hate how so many of our products are being made overseas, just a 
personal opinion. I know that the bottom line is profit, I just think it’s fantastic when a company 
can make a profit putting people to work, serving their communities, population with jobs that 
give them the means to purchase the products that they’re trying to sell. You know, what goes 
around comes around. So it’s a little sad in our community right now and I hate to see that, but 
I’m so thankful that I saw better times and I have hope for a better future and I do think 
education - my daughter who is the first in the family to get a college education, it wasn’t me or 
my brother but my daughter has. I insisted on it. There was just no choice, so and it’s serving her 
well. She got a degree in Biology from Indiana University at Bloomington and even though she’s 
not really using the biology part, just the fact that she’s got her BA, she did study business and 
some social services as well so, she’s happy she has it. So, brighter days to come. 

CS: I think that’s it. I don’t think I have any more questions. Anything else you want to say? 

PT: Not really, not really. I think you did a great job. I hope I gave you what you were looking 
for. Your posing this to me really made me think about, you were comparing industry and 
education and I guess I hadn’t really – even though I knew education and higher education was 
more important today in our economy – I hadn’t realized that potentially, the abundance of great 
employment here in town and people being able to make better than average livings has probably 
contributed to maybe our community being a little behind in the education and the advancement 
of higher education than we should have been. I think we got lazy. They could come right out of 
school and get a job and as custom had it, work in that job for their entire life and not to say there 
weren’t many, many people who pursued higher education right from the start, but I do think it 
probably prevented some, it didn’t give them the motivation that it might have had if they had 



needed the education to make a good living for their family and provide for their family. So you 
put something in my eyes as well.  

CS: I actually did think of one more question. Do you still see the local businesses like Stant and 
Roots reaching out and contributing to the community or have they kind of secluded themselves 
a little bit more? Because you kept talking about Junior Achievement and everything that they 
would do to help. 

PT: I believe they still encourage it. I think sometimes time may be a little prohibitive because it 
is such a fast-paced work environment today and people are wearing lots of hats and especially 
community involvement that requires volunteering, there’s always a great group of people there 
that is always going to volunteer whenever the call goes out, but it might be little more 
challenging because of some of the pressures in the workplace. But I will say that most of the 
employers that I have been involved with that are still here do still encourage community 
involvement.  


